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Chapter 1  Earth Science

Multi-Scale Simulator for the Geoenvironment (MSSG), which is a coupled non-hydrostatic atmosphere-ocean-land model,

has been developed in the Earth simulator Center. Outline of MSSG is introduced and characteristics are presented. In MSSG

development procedure, impact of CIP-CSLR schemes is explored and of turbulence on cloud droplet collisions in meso-scale

convective clouds have been investigated. Regarding validations of physical performance with MSSG, simulation results of

global/regional MSSG are presented.
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1. Introduction
Multi-Scale Simulator for the Geoenvironment (MSSG),

which is a coupled non-hydrostatic atmosphere-ocean-land

global circulation model, has been developed for the purposed

of promoting advanced projection/prediction simulation.

MSSG is optimized to be run on the Earth Simulator with

high computational performance. Not only high performance

computation but also accurate calculation or precise discritiza-

tion schemes are required for ultra high resolution simula-

tions. Furthermore, improvement of physical performance is

required in order to understand mechanisms of weather/cli-

mate phenomena. This report summarizes the technical and

scientific achievements of following themes; (1) the impact of

improvement of accuracy of discritization schemes, (2) the

impact of improvement of turbulent effects on collision

processes in micro cloud physics and (3) validation and explo-

ration of MSSG for multi-scale simulations.

MSSG configuration is designed for multi-scale multi-

physics simulations of weather/climate. Fig. 1 shows

schematic figure scaled levels in MSSG. MSSG is available

with flexibility for different space and time scales of weath-

er/climate phenomena as follows,

• Global non-hydrostatic atmospheric circulation  model:

Global MSSG-A,

• Regional non-hydrostatic atmospheric model: Regional

MSSG-A,

• Global non-hydrostatic/hydrostatic ocean model: Global

MSSG-O,

• Regional non-hydrostatic/hydrostatic ocean model:

Regional MSSG-O,

• Coupled Global MSSG-A Global MSSG-O: MSSG,

• Coupled Regional MSSG-A Regional MSSG-O:

Regional MSSG, 

and

• MSSG with Regional MSSG using nesting schemes.

The regional version MSSG-A, MSSG-O and MSSG are

utilized with one-way or two-way nesting schemes. Any

regions in the global can be defined for the regional version

models, because both Coriolis and metric terms have been

introduced in the regional formulation. Fig. 2 presents a cou-

pling strategy for global and regional components of MSSG. 

The purpose of this report is to show preliminary simula-

tion results in order to validate physical performance of

MSSG. An outline of MSSG configuration is described in

section 2. Regarding accurate computational schemes,

impact of CIP-CSLR schemes is presented. Impacts of tur-

bulence on cloud droplet collisions in meso-scale convective
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Fig. 1  Scale of MSSG as global/regional models with nesting schemes and resolution.

Fig. 2  A coupling strategy of MSSG for global and regional components of atmosphere and ocean.

clouds have been investigated in MSSG-A with sufficiently

high numerical resolutions to capture the in-cloud turbu-

lence. Those impacts are presented in section 3. Results of

global/regional simulation results with MSSG are shown in

section 4. In section 5, future work is described.

2. MSSG model configuration
An atmospheric component of MSSG, which we call it

MSSG-A, is a non-hydrostatic global/regional atmosphere

circulation model. MSSG-A is compromised of fully com-

pressive flux form of Satomura (2003)[1], Smagorinsky-Lilly

type parameterizations by Lilly (1962)[2] and Smagorinsky

(1965)[3] for sub-grid scale mixing, surface fluxes by Zhang

(1982)[4] and Blackadar (1979)[21], cloud microphysics with

mixed phases by Reisner (1998)[5] and cumulus convective

processes by Kain (1993)[6] and Fritsch (1980)[7]. Cloud-radi-

ation scheme for long wave and shortwave interactions with

both explicit cloud and clear-air are adopted which is based

on the scheme in MM5. Over land, the ground temperature

and ground moisture are computed by using a bucket model.

As upper boundary condition, Rayleigh friction layer is set.

In the ocean component, which we call it MSSG-O, in-

compressive and hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic equations with

the Boussinesq approximation are introduced based on

describing in Marshall (1997a)[8] and Marshall (1997b)[9].

Smagorinsky type scheme by Lilly (1962)[2] and Smagorinsky

(1965)[3] is used for the sub-grid scale mixing. Algebraic

Multi-Grid (AMG) method in Stuben (1999)[10] is used in

order to solve a Poisson equation in MSSG-O. In MSSG, we

used the AMG library based on aggregation-type AMG in

Davies (1976)[11], which has been developed by Fuji Research

Institute Corporation.

In both the atmospheric and ocean components, Yin-Yang

grid system presented in Kageyama (2004)[20] and Arakawa C

grid is used. The atmospheric component utilizes the terrain

following vertical coordinate with Lorenz type variables dis-

tribution in Gal-Chen (1975)[12]. The ocean component uses

the z-coordinate system for the vertical direction. In discritiza-
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tion of time, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Runge-Kutta schemes and leap-

flog schemes with Robert-Asselin time filter are available.

The 3rd Runge-Kutta scheme presented in Wicker (2002)[13] is

adopted for the atmosphere component. In the ocean compo-

nent, leap-flog schemes with Robert-Asselin time filter is used

for the ocean component. For momentum and tracer advection

computations, several discritization schemes introduced in

Peng (2004)[14] are available. In this study, the 5th order

upwind scheme is used for the atmosphere and central differ-

ence is utilized in the ocean component. The vertical speed of

sound in the atmosphere is dominant comparing with horizon-

tal speed. Therefore, horizontally explicit vertical implicit

(HEVI) scheme in Durran (1991)[15] is adopted in MSSG-A.

Conservation scheme was discussed in Peng (2006)[16] and

no side effects of over lapped grid system such as Yin-Yang

grid were presented due to validations results of various

benchmark experiments in Takahashi (2004a,b)[17][18] and

Takahashi (2005)[19].

3. Computational / physical model improvements
3.1 Impact of accurate advection scheme: CIP-CSLR

Advection computation with CIP-CSLR in MSSG showed

improvement not only computational accuracy but also 

conservation of mass. The concept of control-volume is

adopted in CIP-CSLR. By utilizing a rational function as 

the interpolation formula, the advection is constructed to be

conservative and non-negative.

The heavy rainfall in Kyushu during July 20-25 2006 is

simulated with MSSG-A including the CIP-CSLR scheme. 20-

km global model was run on 12 nodes on the Earth Simulator.

108-hour forecasting simulation showed much improved rain-

fall distribution in Kyushu area in comparison with results

from simulation used the second-order finite deference

scheme. No negative vapor is confirmed in those experiments.

3.2 Impact of turbulence on cloud droplet collisions

The turbulence strongly impacts to collision growth rate

of cloud droplets in-cloud turbulence. Numerical simulations

have been performed focused on orographic convective

clouds over a mountain. In the simulations, the new collision

model is adopted, which we had developed to predict the

collision frequency in turbulence. Simulation results have

shown that the particle collision growth is dramatically pro-

moted by turbulence (Fig. 4). The total amount of rainfall

over the mountain is increased by as much as 20% as shown

in Fig. 5. These results suggest that failure to treat the turbu-

lence effect on droplet collision growth leads to significant

errors in local weather predictions.

Fig. 3  (a) Distribution results of heavy rain simulation by MSSG-A

with 20km horizontal resolution and CIP-CSLR scheme (b)

Observational data presented by Fukuoka district Meteorological

Observatory.

Fig. 4  Volume rendering of water content. (The water content of large

droplets (r>100µm) is greater than 0.1 g/m3 in blue region.).

Fig. 5  Spanwise- and time-averaged rainfall rates over the mountain.
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4. Global/regional simulations for physical perform-
ance validation of MSSG 

4.1 Global simulation with 1.9 km horizontal resolution and

32 vertical layers

In MSSG, sophisticated coding style such as memory man-

agement and information communication schemes optimized

on the Earth Simulator enable us huge simulation. Fig. 6

shows precipitation distribution snapshot of MSSG-A simula-

tion results with 1.9 km for horizontal and 32 vertical layers.

In this simulation, diurnal cycle of precipitation in Indonesian

region and fine structure of fronts are represented.

4.2 Seasonal rainfall simulation with global MSSG-A

Summer seasonal simulations forced SST of each year

during 1996-2005 have been performed. Simulations are

performed using MSSG-A with 20km resolution for horizon-

tal and 32 vertical layers. In Fig. 7, precipitation distribution

results averaged during 1996-2005 are shown, which are

comparable with observational data in CMAP. Additional

simulation with more fine resolution (10 km resolution for

global) are underway. These simulations are the first step to

longer integration experiments.

Fig. 6  Precipitation distribution snapshot of global simulation with 1.9 km horizontal resolution (mm/h).

Fig. 7  (a) Simulation results averaged presipitation distribution during summer season,

June, July, and August during 1996–2005. (b) Observational data CMAP.
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Fig. 9  Velocity distribution in the depth of 100m with global/regional

MSSG-O. (a) Zoomed up results of 11 km horizontal resolution

simulations with MSSG-O global simulation. (b) Results of 850 m

horizontal resolution simulations with MSSG-O.

Fig. 8  Real time simulations results every 12 hours of tracking of

SHANSHAN.

Fig.10  Horizontal temperature distribution at each height. (a) at 7.5 m height, (b) at 32.5 m height and (c) at 102.5 m height.

4.3 Simulations of Tracking and intensity simulation of

typhoon SHANSHAN in 2006

Validation experiments for forecasting tracking and inten-

sity of typhoons have been performed by global/regional

MSSG-A with 1-way nesting schemes. Fig. 8 shows results

of real time simulations for 72 hours forecasting of SHAN-

SHAN in 2006. Each colored circle presents every 12 hours

initial points of the lowest pressure. Tracking traces results

from the initial points are shown as the lines with the same

color. Results are comparable with simulation results from

other models.

4.4 Simulation results with high resolution regional MSSG-O

In order to validate regional MSSG-O, 1-year integration

has parformed with both horizontal resolution 11km for global

and horizontal resolution 850 m for regional area surrounded

in Tokyo bay, Sagami bay and Suruga bay. In both cases, 40

vertical layers are used. After 10 year spin-up integration by

climatological data provided by World Ocean Atlas (WOA),

the 1-year integration has been performed. Fig. 9 shows veloc-

ity distribution snapshot of each resolution results. Especially,

Fig. 9 (b) shows strong impacts of eddies due to disturbances

behind islands. Further detail analysis is underway to under-

stand how they modify mean state of the regional ocean.

4.5 Urban scale simulations in central Tokyo

The impacts of LES scheme for boundary layer such as

urban can be explored by simulation with MSSG. Marunouchi

area in the center of Tokyo is set for the simulation.

Experiments were performed with 5m horizontal or vertical

resolution. Therefore, buildings can be resolved with anthro-

pogenic heating source. Fig.10 shows horizontal temperature

distribution at each height. Dynamics of thermal plume have

been represented. Further statistical analysis is underway in

order to compare with observational data.
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5. Near future work
In this report, preliminary results of MSSG have presented

with some impact. It was clear that process of precipitation

was sensitive to high resolution, as previous studies pointed

out. Further detail analysis is required for each scale phenom-

ena in order to understand multi-scale mechanics. In addition,

implementation of dynamic AMR (adaptive mesh refinement)

schemes on MSSG has been almost completed (Fig.11).

Multi-scale and multi-physics simulations with MSSG will be

ready in real earnest. Experiments for various scale interaction

of both atmosphere and ocean will be begun in near future.
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Multi-Scale Weather/Climate Simulations with Multi-Scale
Simulator for the Geoenvironment (MSSG) on 
the Earth Simulator
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